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. mapa para cerrar ese bug. Obtendrás el paquete en PDF, EPUB o DOCX. Welcome to the in-depth career profile for Reggie Green. We've got all kinds of information here on Reggie - from his engineering career
to his education and more! Also included is Reggie's assessment of his education and engineering career. A high school graduate, Reggie Green was drawn to one of the highest paying careers in the United
States: programming. He was intrigued by the intensity of the job, yet the direct connection to his social life. He developed his programming skills using General Electric's private programming language. After
he successfully completed the coding courses, he went on to develop software for the team's mainframe and also worked with Intel's online marketing computer program. Reggie’s career took off after he joined
the Xilinx Computer Corporation as a Senior Software Engineer. Today, his career shows a global picture; he's an engineer for the past 17 years. His current engineer job is with the worldwide organization, and
he's written software for their mainframe line. Reggie recently got married to his beloved fiancée Kristen Green, and they've just had their first baby boy, John Nelson, on October 15th. Comment Thanks for your
comment. You may want to contact the Carnegie Learning representative for education professionals that would be interested in this profession. They are experts in the field, and would help you connect with
local colleges or universities. It would be a good fit for you if you qualify for the following criteria: Work in the Education Profession. Meet general technical proficiency standards. Significantly exceeds their
peers. Values hard work and continuous learning. Would be committed to a career in education. This is just a small slice of the full picture on Reggie. We've got plenty more to share with you about his story!
Comment Thanks for your comment. You may want to contact the Carnegie Learning representative for education professionals that would be interested in this profession. They are experts in the field, and would
help you connect with local colleges or universities. It would be a good fit for you if you qualify for the following criteria: Work in the Education Profession. Meet general technical proficiency standards.
Significantly exceeds their peers. Values hard work and continuous learning. Would be committed to a
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